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GENERAL; 
  This guide book belongs to Vimpi Pumps,  includes necessary information for 

gear pumps and  it must be read carefully before installation, service and 

maintenance. This guide book should be kept at hand to reach easily when 

needed.  

    Pumps should not be used for purposes that are not advised or 

mentioned in the guide book without first consulting VİMPİ PUMP. Unsuitable 

liguids for the pump may cause individual injuries and damage to the pump.  

VİMPİ PUMP doesn’t give any guarantee for modifications or maintenance by 

unauthorized and it doesn’t accept any responsibility. 

  

IMPORTANT FEATURES OF GEAR PUMPS  ;    

      Gear pumps can work efficiently in both directions. By changing the cycle 

direction of pump shaft, pumping direction of the liguid can be changed but if 

the by-pass system is active, the by-pass direction must also be changed in the 

same way.   

      It can reach high pressures even at low capacity thanks to being positive 

deplacement  and it can work efficiently at low flows. As it is positively 

correlated with flow, the needed flow can be obtained easily just by changing 

the rotation All the liguids which kave   viscosity between 38ssu and 2.000.000 

ssu can be carried without any problem.    

 

ITS USES; 
     Internal gear, spur & helical and centrifuge pumps that we are manufacturing 

have proved themselves in various industries in terms of reliability and 

efficiency. Our pumps can be used to carry solid substances as well as  light, 

medium and heavy viscose liguids. These pumps have the capacity of absorbing 7-

metres under the sea  depending on the vapourization of the liguid. These pumps 

can be used to pump materials such as asphalt, alcohol, beer, fuel-oil,food, 

medicine, chemical substances, bitumen, molasses, fruit juice, lube oil, petrol, 

plastic, soap, dairy products,LPG, chocolate, heated oil, olive oil etc. 

 

ACCEPTANCE; 
 

     Take out all the packaging stuff after you get the product. Check whether it 

is damaged or not. In case of a damage or missing part, write a report. Give a 

copy of the report you write to the transporter and  take his signature. Inform 

VİMPİ PUMP about the situation. If there isn’t any missing part in the product, 

check the label and the order informations of the product and match them.  
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COMMENCING OPERATIONS AND STORING; 
 

    Check the wieght of the pump. Lift every part of the product over 20 kilos by 

using hoisting suspenders, caraskal and lifting equipments like crane. Lifting 

ways of the product are shown below.  

                            
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1. Always  use hoisting cables.            Figure 2 Never tie the pump in            

Make sure that these cables have been                  a way that it may slide. Wrong 

placed and the pump has been hanged                     lifting may cause injuries and 

appropriately.                                                         damage to the product. 

  

     If the pump is not used directly, store it in a clean and dry place. Turn the 

spindle of the pump in every two months and make sure that there is protective 

oil inside the pump.   

 

SAFETY; 

 IMPORTANT /CAUTION  ! ! ! 
 The pump must never be used for different purposes that have not been 

advised or mentioned without first consulting to VİMPİ PUMP. 

     This pump must be installed and used according to the current international 

and local health and safety laws and regulations. So, before the pump is fixed 

onto the system,  it begins to work and after it starts to work, the warnings 

below should be read carefully.  

 . Always wear a suitable safety clothing while putting ıt into service. 

 . In order to prevent human injury and damage to the pump, FIX THE 

PUMP before you turn it on.   

 . Before service and maintenance, in order to close entry and out flow,  
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fasten epening and losing valves to both sides of the pump. Ensure that the pump 

can be carried without causing any damage to  living things, environment or other 

equipments.   

 . Make sure that all demountable  and turning parts of the pump have 

been closed properly to prevent it from giving damage to the personnel.  

 . The whole eletricity system should be insalled by authorized people. In 

order to prevent the pump working mistakenly, fix a lockable circuit breaker. 

Protect the engine and other electrical  devices against  overloading.  Ensure 

that abundant amount of cooling air are provided to electrical engines.  In 

situations where there is the danger of explosion,  in addition to extra special 

safety devices, use eletrical engines that are safe against explosion. 

Inappropriate electrical engines and eletricity wiring may cause deadly 

consequences.   

 . Overheating, short circuit, corrosion, and the powder, liguid and gas 

materials that could cause a fire must be kept away from the engine and other 

equipments.  If the pump is used in the transfer of liguids that are detirmental 

to people and environment,  put a suitable container in which the leaking liguid 

can be accumulated. 

 . The areas of system  or  the parts of the system where surface 

temperatures exceed 60 °C  should be marked with the sign of ‘’HOT SURFACE’. 

 . The pump must not be exposed to sudden temperature changes in the 

liguid before pre-heating or pre-cooling is performed.  A hot pump  should  

certainly NOT be cleaned with a cold liguid or substance. Sudden temperature 

changes may cause cracks, thus threatening human health and environment.  

 . The pump must never be worked over the specified performance. 

  . Before any intervention to the pump or the system is made, electricity 

must be closed down and starter button must be locked.  

 . The pump must NOT be worked dry. In order to eliminate the possibility 

of working the pump dry, a suitable protective system should be set up. 

 . If the pump can not reach the desired capacity and pressure values, 

contact with VİMPİ PUMP.   
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WORKING PRINCIPLES; 

WORKING PRINCIPLE OF HELICAL & SPUR GEARED PUMP; 
  As the pump shaft starts 

to turn by the motion it 

takes from the engine, 

gears seperate from each 

other and vacuum forms. 

Thanks to the occuring 

vacuum, transferred  liguid 

starts to fill in the 

absorption channel of the pump. (Figure 1)         

The liguid that fills in the absorption channel is carried towards the gear gaps of the 

pump. (Figure 2) In the dıscharge channel, gears gets telescoped, thus performing  

transfer operation by pushing out the liguid through dıscharge channel. (Figure 3 )     

    

WORKING PRINCIPLE OF INTERNAL GEAR PUMP; 
 As the pump shaft starts to turn 

by the motion it takes from the 

engine, rotor and idler seperate 

from each other and vacuum 

forms. Thanks to the occuring 

vacuum, transfer liguid starts to 

fill in the absorption channel of 

the pump. (Figure 1)         

   As the liguid that fills in the absorption channel proceeds through the gear gaps,  the 

escape of liguid is prevented thanks to the crescent and the liguid is carried towards 

the gear gaps of the pump. (Figure 2) 

   The gears that seperate from each other at the discharge channel by semilunar start 

to get telescoped again and begin to push the liguid out. (Figure 3) 

    The liguid that is pushed out is compressed from the discharge channel and 

transferring process is performed.  

  

WORKING PRINCIPLE OF LOBE PUMP; 
  As the pump shaft starts to turn 

by the motion it takes from the 

engine, Lobes seperate from each 

other and vacuum forms. Thanks to 

the occuring vacuum, transferred  

liguid starts to fill in the absorption 

channel of the pump. (Figure 1)         

The liguid that fills in the absorption channel is carried towards the lobe gaps of the 

pump. (Figure 2) In the dıscharge channel, lobes gets telescoped, thus performing  

transfer operation by pushing out the liguid through dıscharge channel. (Figure 3 )        

 

1 2 3
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PUMP ROTATION DIRECTION 

 
   The pumps that we manufacture have the capacity of working in both 

directions. However, some types of pumps with mechanical seal and by-pass 

must be worked  according to the direction way shown on the product in 

production process.  If the pumping directions of these pumps are to be 

changed, you should consult VİMPİ PUMP. Absorption and compression lines of 

the pumps according to rotation directions are shown below. 

    

HELICAL and SPUR GEAR PUMPS 

Direction of Rotation of the Pump:

Counter-clockwise rotation when looking from the cover side.Clockwise rotation when looking from the cover side.

Direction of Rotation of the Pump:

BY-PASS

RELIEF VALVE

INLET

GİRİŞ

OUTLET

ÇIKIŞ

Pump Shaft

Pompa Mili Pompa Mili

Pump Shaft

RELIEF VALVE

BY-PASS

INLET

GİRİŞ

OUTLET

ÇIKIŞ

The pump shaft is at the bottom side.
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Counter-clockwise rotation when looking from the cover side.

Direction of Rotation of the Pump:Direction of Rotation of the Pump:

Clockwise rotation when looking from the cover side.

Pump shaft is at the top side.

BY-PASS

RELIEF VALVE

Pompa Mili

Pump Shaft

ÇIKIŞ

OUTLET

GİRİŞ

INLET

GİRİŞ

INLET

ÇIKIŞ

OUTLET

Pump Shaft

Pompa Mili

BY-PASS

RELIEF VALVE

 
 

 

INTERNAL GEAR PUMPS 

BY-PASS

RELIEF VALVE

Direction of Rotation of the Pump:

Counter-clockwise rotation when looking from the cover side.

INLET

GİRİŞ

O
U

T
L

E
T

Ç
IK

IŞ

G
İR

İŞ

IN
L

E
T

RELIEF VALVE

BY-PASS

OUTLET

ÇIKIŞ

Clockwise rotation when looking from the cover side.

Direction of Rotation of the Pump:
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THE ATTACHMENT OF THE PUMP TO THE SYSTEM AND ITS 

MAINTENANCE  

GENERAL; 

 Pump unit must be assembled to its place completely.  

 Lockable circuit breaker must be fixed to pump unit. While the electrical 

engine is attached to the system,  a thermic magnetic circuit breaker with 

an overprotective capacity should be used. The current level of the circuit 

breaker  should be 1.1 times of the engine’s nominal current.  The 

attachment of engines over 4 kW must be done with star triangle circuit 

breaker. This protects both the pump and the electricity network against 

overloads. Electricity attachments must be made by authorized people.  

 Before any maintenance in the system or in the pump, the electricity must 

be turned off and in order to prevent it from working accidentally, 

starter device must be locked. The pump must be detached from the 

electricity line and electricity circuit. If the pump is used for destructive 

and dangerous liguids, the pump and its system must be emptied. 

   In order to protect the pump and system against overloading, a suitable          

safety valve or another safety device must be used. 

 

 

PLUMBING AND PIPE LINE; 

 Place the pump chassis on a smooth ground and fix the chassis onto the 

ground.  

 After asembling the pump to the plumbing and tightening the screws, 

Check the tune of the coupling between the pump spindle and electricel 

engine. If there is deviation between the parts of coupling, fix it. Pay 

great attention that the gap between two parts of the couplingmust be 

2mm.  

 Make sure that the pipe and the pump’s attachment inlets have been 

aligned accurately and there is no loading or contraction on the pump from 

pipe lines. If possible, use a compensator in the attachments of the pump.  

 Use as little fitting material as possible in the absorption line. To prevent  

air pockets close to the pump, set the absorption line at a particular slope.  

 To prevent capacity loss and in order not to lose power, the pipe calibres 

of inlet and outlet must  be same or even absorption inlet atachment pipes 

must be bigger.   

http://tureng.com/search/coupling
http://tureng.com/search/coupling
http://tureng.com/search/coupling
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 In order to prevent leakage in the pipe and fitting material attachments, 

using teflon band and  gasket are advised. Any leakage in absorption line is 

important, because it may cause noise and capacity loss.   

 Attaching trap-door, which is at least at the same calibre or bigger, check 

valve to the tip of the absorption line and tha availability of water in the 

absorption line facilitate the first  working of the pump.  

 In order to prevent the pump being damaged from other materials, a 

filter that is at least three times more of the pipe section area  must be 

used in the liguids whose viscosity is less than 300ssu and a filter that is 

six to eight times more of the pipe section area  must be used in the 

liguids (detergent, petrol, asphalt etc) whose viscosity is high. The filter 

should be cleaned regularly and waste materials should be destroyed to 

save the environment.   

 In order to prevent any damage to the pump, engine and even the reducer 

from the blockages in the pressure line, by-pass system on the engine or 

circulation has been developed. Overpressure may cause the engine to 

absorb more currency ( so get broiled) and fragmentation of reducer 

gears.  By-pass should be adjusted a little over the pressure required by 

the facilities. for example, if 5 bar is necessary, adjust the by-pass to 6 

bar. 

 Attachment of vacuum gauge to the absorption circuit and attachment of 

manometer to the compression circuit are advised. Vacuum gauge  shows 

the capacity of the pump, while manometre shows the values of the 

resistance in the compression line and blockages.   

 The pumps with soft compression packing, the fabricated compression 

packing has usually been  less tightened,.And, when the pump is turned on 

and the action of pumping begins, compression packing should be tightened 

from two parts in ten minutes, just allowing two or three drops. The 

leakeage will prevent the eroding of the spindle as well as lubricating the 

compression packing. When it is overtightened,  it may cause power loss 

and the spidnle to lose its  property due to overheating.  

 The srews of the pumps that will be used in a hot setting should be 

checked a while  after the pump starts to work and the gap caused by 

dilation should be taken.  

 If the pump couple has not been  produced by VİMPİ PUMP,  pulley must 

be on the same plane in vee belt drive and dont distorted must be on the 

same tension and if the number of belt is more than one, they must be in 

the same tolerance. Unless these conditions are provided, environmental 

speed changes could cause gear knockings, a change in output and noise, 

thus decreasing the product life of the pump. The belts and the rotors 

must be covered with a suitable protective material.   

http://tureng.com/search/trap-door
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 If the pump couple has not been  produced by VİMPİ PUMP,  Install extra 

bearing as seen on the drawing in front of the pump. 

Ekstra Bearing

 
 The pumps that are used in the transfer of inflammable and explosive 

materials must absolutely be used as exproof, and all the parts in the 

system must be earthened.. 
     

OPERATING; 

 Open all the vents in the pipe system and make sure that there isn’t any 

blockage. 

 Make sure that the rotation direction of the pump is rgiht. To do this, 

first turn it on and then turn it off and check whether rotation direction 

is right. 

 Fill in the pump with the transfer liguid. Don't  operate wihout liquid.  

 Turn the pump on. Check whether there is any pronlem in the absorption 

and compression system. If there is a problem, stop the pump and look for 

the error.  

 Keep the engine, the pump, vacuum gauge and manometer under control 

until 10 or 15 minutes after first starting it. If there is any abnormality, 

look for it and solve it. You can use error correcting table  to solve the 

problem.  

 If it is a soft seal pump, adjust it to allow two or three drops of  leakage 

per ten minutes according to circulation pressure, by tightening the 

packing gland equally from both parts. (For the pumps with mechanical 

seal, there is no need to adjust.) 
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ROUTINE CONTROLS; 

 Check regularly whether sound level, vibration and pump temperature is 

normal or not.  

 Check whether there is any leakage in the pump or plumbing.  

 Check the outlet pressure of the pump and the amount of flowing 

regularly. 

 

MAINTENANCE; 

  a- DAİLY MAINTENANCE 

 Check whether the connections of pump lines are good or not.  

 Check manually whether the pump’s spindle rotates freely or not. Make it 

work at least one circulation to be sure.  

 Compress lubricant into the grease nipple.  

 Check the belts of vee belt drive pumps. Check the oil level of the reducer 

in coupled with reducer pumps. If it isn’t enough, fill it with the oil advised 

by the manufacturer. 

 

 b- ANNUAL MAINTENANCE 

 Check the packing. If it is necessary, change them.  

 Chek the filters in the absorption line. Clean the filter and make sure that 

there is no air. 

 In the pumps that have been used for a long time, abrasions in the gears 

and gaps in the seat may cause engine knocking. These must be changed. 

Make sure that the changing of the parts should be performed in the 

service or in the factory.  

 

 BY-PASS and ITS FUNCTION; 

     Geared pumps with positive displacement are exposed to overloading due 

to the blockages in the compressing line during the operation. As a result of 

this, some parts of the pump or the engine may be damaged. By-pass system 

is useful becauseit protects the engine, the pump and the plumbing against 

any pressure due to blockage that may be caused by any problem in the  

compression line.  
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10-Kapak / Cover

2-Klepe / Trap-door

3-Yay / Spring

4-Yay Baskısı / Spring compressor

6-By-Pass Kapağı / By-Pass cover

8- Civata / Bolt

1- By-Pass Gövdesi / By-pass body

9- Conta & O-ring / Gasket & O-ring

7- Somun / Nut

5- Conta & O-ring / Gasket & O-ring

10
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By-pass setting is done as follows; 

1- Cover, number "10" should be dismantled and removed. 

2- Lock nut, number "7" should be loosened properly and removed. 

3- Adjusting screw, number "8" should be tightened or loosened to adjust the output 

pressure  required for the facility. ( Tightening the screw increases the pressure, 

loosening the screw decreases the pressure.) 

4- When the required output pressure is achieved, lock nut, number "7" should be tightened 

back. 

5 - Finally the cover number "10" should be assembled back. 
 
 

HEATING JACKET; 

     Heating Jackets could be installed to our pumps to heat freezable liquids 

which may go through the pump. These heating jackets could be installed to 

the cover, casing or for the bracket type pumps to the bracket of the pump 

according to the properties of the liquid. To heat these jackets, hot oil, 

steam, hot water etc. could be used. Entries and exits for these heating 

jackets are shown below. 
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 or Drain
Inlet & Outlet

Inlet & Outlet
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Inlet & Outlet

Inlet & Outlet or Drain

Inlet & Outlet

Inlet & Outlet or Drain

Inlet & Outlet

Inlet & Outlet

Drain

Inlet & Outlet
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Capacity Adjustment ;  

   In the internal eccentric pumps in order to increase or decrease the max. 

capacity at a certain rate, it is necessary to put away the rotor from the 

pump cover (to increase the gap “L” between the cover and the gear) or to 

draw the rotor toward pump cover (to decrease the gap “L” between the 

cover and the gear). This process can be done in the following order. 

 

 Type-1; 

without any problem, tighten the stay bolt 1B.

F - Tighten the adjusting screw number 2 all the way and check the rotation of the pump. If the pump rotates 

rotate again, stop tightening the adjusting nut number 3 and tighten the stay bolt 1A.
E - Slowly tighten the adjusting nut number 3 and check the rotation of the pump. When the pump starts to 

D - After the pump stops its rotation, slowly loosen the adjusting nut number 2.

pump with your hand. Continue tightening the adjusting nut number 2 until the pump stops to rotate.

C - Tighten the adjusting nut number 2 using a screwdriver and a hammer. Check the rotation of the 

B - Loosen the adjusting nut number 3 using a screwdriver and a hammer.

A - Loosen the stay bolts 1A and 1B

Rotor

3 2

1A 1B

1A 1B

L

Head
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Type-2; 

 

tightened.

D
A

RotorHead

L
A

D

C

B

  1-Loosen the locker screw (A).

the rotor and the cover is increased).

  2-Turn the adjustment fixer pin (B) 90 degrees to the right and left by pressing it

3-The ball carrier (C) is adjusted from the holes on the forehead using  an appropriate key, 

according to desired capacity; to increase, in clockwise (the “L” gap is decreased 

between the rotor and the cover), to decrease, in counter clockwise (the “L” gap between 

4-When the capacity adjustment is finished, the adjustment fixer pin (B) is turned back and the locker screw (A) is firmly 

Note: During this process the locker screw must not be touched.
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SEALS; 

 a- SOFT SEAL 

 Before you begin to change the salmastra, clean the stuffing box, packing 

gland, and the pump shaft.  

 Cut acrossly the parts that have adequate number and suitable length 

from a suitable scale packing. 

 Make sure that the tips have been closed completely, by wrapping the cut 

packing on the shaft. 

  Push the packing into its place with the help of packing gland in a way 

that connection parts of the first ring must be on the upperside.  

 Place the second ring in a way that the connection parts must be on the 

below side. 

 Place the other rings on the stuffing box in a way that the connection 

parts of the previous ring mustn’t be in touch with those of the following 

one.   

 Place the salmastra compression and tighten it fully. Loose tha packing 

gland after the packings get the shape of stuffing box. Tighten the 

packing gland slowly by rotating the spindle. Stop tightening when you feel 

the brake of the shaft. 

 After you start the pump, there must be drops coming from the packing. 

Adjust the packing gland to allow two or three drops in ten minutes. 

 After you adjust the packing gland, check two hours later whether there 

is any temperature increase in the seal area or not.  The temperature of 

the seal area must not be over 80 C in the pump that performs the liguid 

transfer. 

 

 

b- MECHANICAL SEAL 

 Unless there is any leakage in a  properly functioning mechanical seal, they 

don’t need any maintenance.   

 Follow the instructions of the mechanical seal manufacturers in the pumps 

that use mechanical seal  and NEVER OPERATE MECHANICAL SEAL 

PUMPS DRY AND IN THE REVERSE DIRECTION. 

 If a kind of liguid that can freeze is transferred in mechanical seal 

pumps, without heating the system, don’t activate the pump till you make 

sure that the pump spindle can rotate easily. If it is required, assemble 

the necessary equipments to the system. (for example, heat sensor) 
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ERROR CORRECTING TABLE; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Problem Possible reasons Solution 

There is no flow while 

the pump is working. 

(it is not pressing)  

Wrong rotation direction Reverse the rotation direction 

There is air in the absorption 

line. 

Fill in the absorption pipe. 

Empty the whole air. 

Check valve  is blocked.  Clean check valve   

The filter in the absorption 

line is blocked. 
Clean the filter 

Low capacity 

Check valve  is blocked. Clean check valve   

The pump gets air from the 

absorption line 

Check the connections of 

absorption line. Determine 

the place of the air. Allow 

the pump to get air through 

the absorption line.  

NPSH is very low(The 

distance of absorption is too 

much) 

Shorten the distance of the 

absorption. 

By- Pass starts to work early 

and closes. 

Adjust the by-pass opening 

air. Check by-pass 

mechanism. Clean it if it is 

dirty.  

Transfer liguid is very dense. 
Heat the liguid to the 

necessary tmperature.  

The filter in the absorption 

line is blocked 
Clean the filter 

The pump is working 

noisily  

There is cavitation. The 

distance of absorption is too 

much.  

Shorten the distance of 

absorption. Check the filter 

in the absorption line and 

clean it. 

Error of alignment of pump 

shaft. Wrong coupled. 

(akuple)    

Align the pump shaft and 

electrical engine shaft.  

Vibration noise is coming 

from by-pass.  

Incraese the pressure on the 

spring. Change the spring if 

it is necessary. 
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   WARRANTY CERTIFICATE OF THE PUMPS  
1) Warranty period begins with the delivery time of the  Pumps and covers 2(two) years. 
2) Products and all components are under the warranty of our company.  

3) Repair time shall be added to the warranty time in case of any malfunction occurs during the warranty period. Repair time 
never exceeds 30 days. 
User shall inform the malfuntion to the service station.Even if authorised service station is not avaliable, the repair time shall 
also start when malfunction is notified to importer, distributor,dealer,authorized representative or seller. 
4) During the warranty period required material, labour expenses and malfuction connected with mistaken assembly should 
be compensated by our company. Vimpi should repair the product durid the warranty period & all expenses are free of 
payment.  
5) Vimpi shall cahange the product by free of change with the new product if below items ocur. 

  a- If the same malfunction happens more than two times aftre the delivery time. 
  b- When different malfunctions appears more than 4 (four) times. 
  c- In case of useless operation of product and benefit. 
  d- Exceeding the repair time as foreseen by technical department. 
  e- By a report that implies us that, this product cannot operate properly & same malfunctions will ocur again. In the mean 
time this report must be prepared by importer, wholesaler, authorized dealer or representative even service station is non 
avaliable. 
6) Malfunctions should be suited with the manual book. Otherwise misusage shall not cover the warranty. Below items shall 

not include the warranty. 
  a- If pressure in system is higher than recommended by technical department. 
  b- In case of transferrinh high temperature which is not stated in buyer’s inquiry. 
  c- If the product is dropped and broken during the carriage. 
  d- The quantity of fluid in m³ is more higher or less than stated in buyers inquiry. 
  e- In case of wrong viscosity product which is stated by buyer.  
  f- Safety proportions must be taken against high or low voltage before operating the product. 
  g- Usage of incompetent staff. 
  h- Not obeying the maintenence period. 

  I- Remaining the product in a dirty position and not cleaniing it in regular periods. 
7) User can apply to the Ministry of Industry & Trade, General Directorate of Consumers & Competition Rights Protection in 
case of problems or disputes which will be appeared.  
 

TITLE OF THE SELLER  

 

 

  

 

 

ADDRESS 

 

 

PHONE 

 

 

FAX 

 

INVOICE DATE AND SERIAL NUMBER 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Warranty certificate, which ,dated of 08.01.2003 and number of 5851 is being permitted by Turkish Republic Ministry of 
Industry & Trade, according to 4077 number of law TRKGM-95-/116-117NUMBER OF ANNOUNCEMENT. 
      ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

VİMPİ VİSKOZ MAYİ POMPALARI İMALAT SAN. VE TİC.LTD ŞTİ. 
Sincan San.Sitesi, Ahi Evran Mah., 225.Cad.  231. Sokak  No : 11    Sincan,  ANKARA / TÜRKİYE  

TEL: (0312) 270 22 61-62 / FAKS: (0312) 270 19 58 

 
 
 

SERIAL NO 

DELIVERY DATE & PLACE 

SELLING DATE 

SELLER 

TYPE PF THE PRODUCT 

tel:(0312)
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VİMPİ Production of Viscous Liquid 

Pumps Industry & Trade Co. Ltd. 

Sincan San.Sitesi, Ahi Evran Mah., 225.Cad.  231.Sokak 

No : 11    Sincan,  ANKARA / TÜRKİYE 

Tel : +90 312 270 2261 / 2262 / 2263 

Fax : +90 312 270 1958 

Mail : vimpi@vimpi.com.tr 

Web : http://www.vimpi.com.tr 
 

 

 

mailto:vimpi@vimpi.com.tr
http://www.vimpi.com.tr/

